LOS ALAMITOS HANDICAPPERS’ RACING REPORT
SATURDAY, JULY 21, 2012 • LES ONAKA – HANDICAPPER/CLOCKER

REPORT SUMMARY
Always Check Program Numbers.

1st PICK

2nd PICK

3rd PICK

1

(7) BLAZINDREAMS

(6) EL KICO

(5) JESS A SWINGIN CHICK

2

(2) DEALIN OUT SUPRISES

(4) SKYNLAJOLLA

(5) SKYUKA

3

(5) ALL JOCK

(2) SPEEDY OTOOLE

(6) BLUSHING

4

(5) BOUNDTOBEFIESTY

(4) PAINTED OCEAN

(3) SUNBEAMSPERFECTROYAL

5

(1) SUZURAN DANCER 

(3) OUR SENIOR MOMENTS

(4) GRATIS

6

(6) ECK HARDY 

(5) SNOWBOUND JEFFREY

(4) FAST ANGELS

7

(4) JACKNMYSTYLE

(3) KOTU

(2) ONE SLICK STREAK

8

(3) SLIGHTYS MAC A TAC

(2) IBA DREAM AWAY

(5) CHALAMAY

9

(6) TRIPPYS CARTEL

(7) ZIPPY ZOOMER

(5) MAD LOOT

RACE

TH

 BEST BETS OF THE EVENING:

SUZURAN DANCER
ECK HARDY

(5 RACE)
TH
(6 RACE)

 PRICE PLAY (Longshot):

DEALIN OUT SURPRISES (longshot)
BOUNDOBEFIESTY
(longshot)

(2 RACE)
TH
(4 RACE)

ND
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(Q)
(BTL)
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Better Than Looked
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RACE 1
(7) BLAZINDREAMS

(6) EL KICO

(5) JESS A SWINGIN CHICK

LES ONAKA’S EARLY PICK 4
SMALL TICKET
st

1 race (6,7)

2

nd

rd

4 race (2,3,4,5)

rd

4 race (2,3,4,5)

race (2,4,5)

3 race (2,5)

race (2,4,5)

3 race (2,5)

th

TOTAL $48.00

th

TOTAL $72.00

LARGE TICKET
st

1 race (5,6,7)

2

nd

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
HORSES TO WATCH:
BLAZINDREAMS (15.63) broke in, bumped at the start, losing -1/2 length, raced -1 ½ length past the gap, losing path midway,
rd
finished out with good energy (not beaten badly for 3 ) thru the 9.71 final 1/8 when competing in fast clocking (15.44). Prior
effort (15.82) he broke -1/2 length slow, drifted in early, right there past the gap, gained the advantage midway, held gamely
from the rail (10.04 final 1/8). Check out his improving ratings and draws a favorable outside post.
EL KICO (15.70) broke in at the start, quick in stride (lead), flashed good speed, drifted in past the 1/16 pole, held gamely
(9.98 final 1/8). Prior effort (15.76) he broke off balance, drifted in shortly after the start, losing -1 length, shifted in midway,
gamely kept to his task to the end (SHOULD HAVE WON) He is coming off 3 consecutive troubled trips.
*****************************************************************************************************************
OTHERS:
JESS A SWINGIN CHICK (15.81) broke in, bumped at the start, losing -1/2 length, quick in stride, gained the advantage
midway, held strong (9.96 final 1/8) vs. maiden $8,000-claimers. Prior effort (15.66) she broke off balance, drifted in, bumped
shortly after the start, losing -1 length, losing path midway, finished steadily after losing her best chance in the Kindergarten
Futurity trials. 3-back (15.68) she broke out, bumped (2-3 lanes) shortly after the start, gamely kept to her task to the end. She
fits well here.
CLASSY COMPANION (15.81) broke off balance, drifted in, bumped shortly after the start, losing -1/2 length, put in a big run
(lead) midway gradually pulled clear late (9.90 final 1/8) when competing in night’s slowest of 4 races. Prior effort (15.79) she
hesitated, swerved in (2-3 lanes) shortly after the start, losing -2 lengths, leveled too late (SHOULD HAVE WON).
JUICE SECRET SA hesitated, bumped shortly after the start, losing -1 length, losing path past the gap, cleared midway,
finished steadily (toss it out). Prior effort (15.87) he broke -1/2 length slow, quick in stride, gained the advantage at the gap,
held gamely (9.95 final 1/8). 3-back (15.79) he broke out, bumped (hard) shortly after the start, caught in tight quarters
(pushed in/losing path) midway. He must flee the rail.
LOOKING FOR RHYTHM broke off balance, bumped shortly after the start, losing -3/4 length, caught in tight quarters (pushed
in/losing path) midway. Prior effort (15.73) he broke off balance at the start, losing -1 length, leveled midway, rallied strong to
get up for the score (9.65 final 1/8).
TAC IT TO THE BANK broke in, bumped at the start, caught in tight quarters (steadied back) at the gap. Prior effort he broke
off balance at the start, swerved in at the gap. 3-back (15.93) he broke in, bumped at the start, losing -1/2 length, raced -1
length past the gap, finished strong for the maiden score (9.71 final 1/8).
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 2
(2) DEALIN OUT SURPRISES

(4) SKYNLAJOLLA

(5) SKYUKA

HORSES TO WATCH:
DEALIN OUT SURPRISES broke -1 length slow, raced -1 ½ length past the gap, gamely kept to his task to the end over the
‘slower-than-normal’ racing surface (-3/4 length slow) vs. productive field (2-returned to win). Prior effort he broke -1 length
slow, losing path, finished out full of run (behind horses) after losing his best chance. 3-back he broke -1 ½ length slow, raced
in traffic midway, took up repeatedly (toss it out). Fresh performer returns with a good 12.5 gate work on 07/14. Worth a strong
look at a big price!

SKYNLAJOLLA broke -1 ½ length slow, drifted out early, raced -2 length past the gap (losing path), finished out with good
energy (running behind horses) in a race to be tossed out. Prior effort (15.82) he broke well, quick in stride (lead), losing lead
past the gap, kept to his task to the end (9.85 final 1/8). 3-back (17.15) he bumped at the start, losing -1/2 length, raced -1
length past the gap, kept to his task to the end.
SKYUKA (15.60) broke well, drifted in early, gained the advantage past the gap, losing lead past the 1/16 pole, lugged in (hard
to ride) thru the final 110 yards (SHOULD HAVE WON) thru the 9.84 final 1/8. 10 year old has been freshened since that one.
*******************************************************************************************************************************************
OTHERS:
THE KING COLIMAN (15.78) broke out at the start, quick in stride (lead), flashed good speed, losing lead past the 1/16 pole,
nd
kept to his task (holding 2 ) thru the 9.94 final 1/8. Prior effort (15.83) he broke in, bumped at the start, losing -3/4 length,
nd
raced -1 length past the gap, kept to his task to the end (not beaten badly for 2 ) 3-back (15.58) he broke well, quick in stride
(lead), gradually pulled clear vs. soft maidens. Claimed from J Moreno.
th

NOZOMU freshened since his troubled 4 (01/13/12). 5 year old returns with 18.6 gate work under H Sanchez. He was
competitive against slightly better last year. A toteboard check is advised on this one.
KISH KISH (15.87) bumped at the start, losing -1/2 length, raced -3/4 length past the gap, never quit (running behind horses)
vs. productive field (A VEGAS LADY came back and captured a $2,000-claiming event in 17.14). Prior effort she bumped at
the start, losing -1/2 length, drifted in (losing path) past the gap.
A REGAL PAT (16.10) bumped, drifted in shortly after the start, losing-1 length, lacked the needed response thru the final ½
th
vs. 5 place KISH KISH. Prior effort (15.92) he bumped, drifted in shortly after the start, raced -1 length past the gap, lacked
the needed response thru the final 110 yards.
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 3
(5) ALL JOCK

(2) SPEEDY OTOOLE

(6) BLUSHING

HORSES TO WATCH:
ALL JOCK (15.70) broke -3/4 length slow, drifted out past the gap, raced -1 ½ length past the gap, gamely kept to his task to
the end (rail trip). (Q) 05/29 BEST over SECRETLY FAMOUS (12.8-12.7) Worked outside. Broke in, bumped at the start, hand
shoved for speed, +3/4 length advantage midway, responding well under steady pressure. Winning by +1 length. GRADE: C+
nd
DRILL Improves his post and much better is forecast (making only his 2 lifetime start).
SPEEDY OTOOLE (15.60) broke off balance, drifted in shortly after the start, losing -1 length, bumped at the gap, raced -1 ½
rd
length past the gap, leveled midway, finished well (actually just missed 3 ) thru the rapid 9.59 final 1/8 vs. tougher rivals. Prior
effort (15.54) he hesitated at the start, losing -1 length, bumped, raced -1 ½ length past the gap, leveled too late in the
Kindergarten Futurity trials. 3-back (15.79) he hesitated at the start, losing -1 length, caught in tight quarters to the gap, -2
lengths midway, finished out full of run after losing his best chance. Class dropper gets his best chance for sure. Improves
post!
******
OTHERS:
BLUSHING (15.74) broke well, quick in stride (lead), flashed good speed, lacked the needed response near the wire (9.88 final
1/8). Prior effort (15.77) she broke well, quick in stride, right there past the gap, kept to her task to the end (9.82 final 1/8). 3back she broke off balance, bumped shortly after the start, losing -1 ½ length, caught in tight quarters (shuffled back/losing
path) at the 1/16 pole. She is blessed with terrific gate speed.
QUEENS KARMA (15.83) broke off balance at the start, losing -3/4 length, drifted in early, raced -1 length past the gap, kept
rd
to her task to the end (clearly 3 best) thru the 9.90 final 1/8 vs. tougher rivals. Prior effort she hesitated at the start, losing -1
½ length, losing path. (Q) 05/01 outworked (12.5-12.2) Worked inside. Broke off balance at the start, losing -1/2 length, hand
shoved, -3/4 length midway, asked twice thru the final ½, responding well. Losing by -2 lengths. GRADE: C+ DRILL
LOYAL BRUCE broke out, bumped at the start, drifted out (losing path) at the gap, never leveled. Prior effort he broke off
balance, bumped repeatedly shortly after the start, losing -2 lengths, raced in traffic midway (toss it out). (Q) 04/03 outworked
(12.5-12.5-12.4) Worked inside. Hesitated, drifted in shortly after the start, losing -1 length, light hand ride, -2 lengths midway,
pushed along, responding very well. Losing by -1 length. GRADE: B DRILL
FIRE BOOM broke off balance, bumped repeatedly shortly the start, caught in tight quarters throughout (exiting night’s fastest
of 4 races).

JESSFIRSTSURVIVER (Q) 07/03 BEST over BABY CHOICE 87 (12.5.12.6) (Q) 06/05 worked evenly with JESS A QUICK
ALIBI (both 12.8).
(((((((()))))))))))))

RACE 4
(5) BOUNDTOBEFIESTY

(4) PAINTED OCEAN

(3) SUNBEAMSPERECTROYAL

HORSES TO WATCH:
BOUNDTOBEFIESTY (15.67) fractious in gate, broke off balance, drifted in, bumped shortly after the start, raced -1 ½ length
past the gap, leveled midway, finished out very well (9.84 final 1/8). Prior effort (15.76) she broke off balance at the start,
nd
losing -1/2 length, raced -1 length past the gap, leveled midway, finished strong for 2 . Check out her improving ratings.
PAINTED OCEA (15.68) broke well, quick in stride (lead), flashed good speed, gradually pulled clear late (9.96 final 1/8). Prior
effort (15.67) he broke off balance, bumped shortly after the start, losing -3/4 length, raced -3/4 length past the gap, traveled
evenly thru the final 110 yards (9.74 final 1/8). Consistent performer figures right in the hunt.
SUNBEAMSPERFECTROYAL (15.58) broke -1/2 length slow, quick in stride, right there past the gap, gained the advantage
midway, held strong (9..87 final 1/8) from the rail. Prior effort (15.74) she broke well, quick in stride (lead), bumped at the gap,
nd
losing lead midway, kept to her task and gamely held 2 late. 3-back (15.80) she broke off balance at the start, losing -1/2
length, quick in stride, right there past the gap, kept to her task to the end. That was a solid comeback performance.
WAVE FLASH (15.70) broke off balance, drifted in shortly after the start, losing -1/2 length, raced -3/4 length past the gap,
caught in tight quarters past the 1/16 pole, kept to his task to the end (should have been right there). Prior effort he broke off
balance, bumped repeatedly shortly after the start, raced -2 lengths past the gap, losing path midway (toss it out). 3-back
(15.84) he broke -1 ½ length slow, losing path, raced -2 lengths past the gap, leveled too late. He needs an alert beginning!
*************************************************************************************************************************************
OTHERS:
MYFAVORITEADDICTION (15.56) broke well, quick in stride (lead), drifted out past the gap, losing lead midway, kept to her
task to the end (9.76 final 1/8) vs. tougher rivals. Prior effort (15.71) she broke well, quick in stride (lead), drifted in early,
lugged in (3-lanes) midway, crushed her maiden field (9.94 final 1/8). 3-back (15.82) she broke off balance at the start, caught
in tight quarters (steadied back/losing path) at the gap, Check out her improving ratings. She fits well on the class drop.
BLAZIN LAUREN (17.02) broke out (2-3 lanes) shortly after the start, raced -2 lengths past the gap, finished steadily vs.
tougher rivals. Prior effort she broke -1 length slow, drifted in midway, raced -2 lengths past the gap vs. tougher rivals.
SILKS AZOOM (17.0) broke -1/2 length slow, raced -3/4 length at the gap, leveled midway, rallied strong for his maiden score
(9.64 final 1/8). Prior effort (15.80) he broke well, raced -3/4 length past the gap, leveled midway, finished strong and just
missed.
BERKLEY GAL 2-back (15.62) bumped at the start, losing -1 ½ length, leveled past the gap, right there past the 1/16 pole, just
missed (tough loss).
(((((((((())))))))))))))

RACE 5
(1) SUZURAN DANCER 

(3) OUR SENIOR MOMENTS

(4) GRATIS

MAJOR WIN PLAYER:
SUZURAN DANCER broke well, dueled outside one rival near the far turn (21.75 opening quarter), battled the length of the
nd
stretch and gamely held 2 (6.40 final 1/16). Prior effort he broke out at the start, chased the 3-horse speed duel on the
backside (-2 lengths), raced -2 lengths near the far turn (21.70 opening quarter), saved ground, lacked the needed response
st
down the lane. Improves post and figures to get 1 run at the speedy OUR SENIOR MOMENTS.
*****************************************************************************************************
OTHERS:
OUR SENIOR MOMENTS broke well, dueled outside 2-rivals near the far turn (21.79 opening quarter), LUGGED OUT 5-6
LANES entering the stretch, losing lead at midstretch, gamely kept to his task to the end (SHOULD HAVE WON). Prior effort
he broke well, dueled inside one rival near the far turn (21.50 opening quarter), LUGGED OUT 5-6 LANES mid-final turn. 3back he broke well, dueled outside the eventual winner near the far turn (21.40 opening quarter), battled the length of the
stretch and just missed. Speedy performer figures to clear this field on the backside…must handle the turn and SUZURAN
DANCER at the top of the lane.

GRATIS broke well, chased the dueling pair on the backside (-4lengths), raced -5 lengths near the far turn (21.75 opening
quarter), saved ground, traveled evenly down the lane vs. SUZURAN DANCER. Prior effort he broke well, chased the dueling
pair on the backside (-6 lengths), raced -7 lengths near the far turn (21.56 opening quarter), raced in TRAFFIC turning for
home. He figures within striking distance turning for home.
BILL MAKER broke -1 length slow, -3 lengths early, dueled inside 2-rivals near the far turn (22.31 slow opening quarter),
shook loose (+2 lengths) mid-final turn, held gamely vs. soft maidens. Final 1/16 clocked in 6.49 final 1/16.
COUSIN CLAYTON broke well, raced -7 lengths (chasing the 3-horse speed duel) on the backside, LUGGED OUT turning for
home. Prior effort he bumped repeatedly (shuffled back) shortly after the start, raced -9 lengths on the backside, raced -10
lengths near the far turn, LUGGED OUT mid-final turn. He must handle the turn….
INSIGHTFUL BOY broke well, lagged -14 lengths (chasing the lone speed winner) near the far turn.
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 6
(6) ECK HARDY 

(5) SNOWBOUND JEFFREY

(4) FAST ANGELS

LES ONAKA’S LATE PICK 4
SMALLTICKET
th

6 race (6)

th

7 race (ALL)

th

8 race (2,3)

th

TOTAL $36.00

th

TOTAL $108.00

9 race (5,6,7)

LARGE TICKET
th

6 race (4,5,6)

th

7 race (ALL)

th

8 race (2,3)

9 race (5,6,7)

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
MAJOR WIN PLAYER:
ECK HARDY (15.67) broke off balance, drifted in shortly after the start, swerved in at the gap, raced -1 ½ length past the gap,
leveled midway, caught in tight quarters (losing path) past the 1/16 pole, finished out full of run after losing his best chance vs.
productive field (SILKS AZOOM came back and captured a $2,500-claiming event in 17.09). Prior effort he hesitated,
squeezed back (losing path) shortly after the start, finished out full of run vs. TOUGHER RIVALS. He gets off the rail and may
only need to avoid trouble to get the job done.
***********************************************
OTHERS:
SNOWBOUND JEFFERY broke -2 lengths slow, bumped back, STRANGLED DOWN thru the final ½, appearing FULL OF
RUN. Prior effort (17.40) he broke off balance, drifted out shortly after the start, losing -1/2 length, caught in tight quarters past
the gap, gamely kept to his task to the end. 3-back (17.29) he broke off balance at the gap, drifted in at the gap, -1 ½ length
past the gap, finished strong (SHOULD HAVE WON). Zero for twenty performer is coming off a string of much troubled events.
FAST ANGELS (15.68) bumped at the start, losing -1/2 length, drifted in (2-3 lanes) past the gap, close up midway, gamely
kept to her task despite lugging in late (9.96 final 1/8). Prior effort she broke off balance, bumped (knocked off stride) shortly
after the start, losing path at the gap, cleared midway, finished out very well after losing her best chance. Here’s another
performer that can better her last (with a clean trip).
MR LONJE MOCO (17.12) broke off balance, bumped shortly after the start, losing -3/4 length, close up midway, kept to his
task to the end (9.74 final 1/8). Prior effort he broke off balance, swerved in shortly after the start, lugged at the gap. He
appears headed in the right direction.
SNOWBOUND SHAKE broke off balance, drifted in, bumped shortly after the start, losing -1 length, losing path past the gap
vs. productive field (3-returned to win). Prior effort (15.87) he bumped at the start, quick in stride (lead), losing lead midway,
kept to his task to the end (9.84 final 1/8). Class dropper still needs to run faster to win this one.
SPECIALEXTREMECHOICE broke well, drifted in, bumped at the gap, caught in tight quarters (bumped) midway, never had a
chance while appearing to have much run crossing the wire. Prior effort (16.09) he bumped at the start, losing -1/2 length,
drifted in at the gap, lacked the needed response thru the final ½.
MONGOOSEONESEPARATE broke -1 length slow, drifted in, bumped shortly after the start, raced -2 lengths past the gap vs.
productive field (GONE WITH A WIN came back and captured a maiden $2,500-claiming event in 15.50). Prior effort he
bumped, drifted out shortly after the start.
(((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 7
(3) KOTU

(4) JACKNMYSTYLE

(2) ONE SLEEK STREAK

HORSES TO WATCH:
KOTU (15.47) hesitated, bumped, drifted in (2-lanes) shortly after the start, losing -3/4 length, quick in stride, right there
midway, gamely kept to his task to the end vs. JACKNMYSTYLE. Prior effort (15.65) he broke in, bumped at the start, quick in
stride, gained the advantage midway, held strong (9.88 final 1/8) vs. maidens. 3-back (15.77) he bumped at the start, losing 1/2 length, raced -3/4 length past the gap, gamely kept to his task to the end. Check out his IMPROVING RATINGS and
figures to run faster with a win here!
nd

JACKNMYSTYLE (15.39) bumped (pushed in) shortly after the start, losing -3/4 length, leveled midway, finished strong for 2
(9.73 final 1/8) and SHOULD HAVE WON. Prior effort (15.53) she broke off balance, drifted in shortly after the start, losing -3/4
length, leveled midway, finished strong (just missed) thru the 9.79 final 1/8. 3-bac (15.67) she broke well, quick in stride (lead),
+3/4 length advantage past the gap, held gamely. She like KOTU is getting faster with each and every race….
ONE SLEEK STREAK arrives from Utah. Sports a strong work (12.8-12.4) when outworking TINY WOOD CHOICE. Hails from
connections that get them ready.
FINDING MOBY (16.80) broke in at the start, losing -1/2 length, quick in stride, close up past the gap, kept to his task to the
end (9.62 final 1/8). Prior effort (15.58) he broke off balance, drifted in shortly after the start, quick in stride (lead), flashed good
speed, losing lead midway, kept to his task to the end (9.73 final 1/8). 3-back (15.44) he broke out at the start, quick in stride
(lead), flashed good speed, held strong. He is blessed with gate speed.
CHECK OUT THE BAR (15.48) broke well, quick in stride (lead), flashed good speed, held strong (9.74 final 1/8) vs.
productive maiden field (FDD CAMBRIA came back and captured a maiden $5,000-claiming event). Prior effort (15.61) she
broke off balance, drifted in shortly after the start, drifted out (4-5 lanes) all the way past the gap, gamely kept to her task
st
(SHOULD HAVE WON). She will be tackling winners for the 1 time…
HERMES BRYAN (15.54) bumped repeatedly shortly after the start, losing -3/4 length, quick in stride, close up past the gap,
nd
kept to his task to the end (holding 2 ) thru the 9.71 final 1/8. Prior effort he broke off balance, bumped shortly after the start,
losing -1/2 length, kept to his task to the end despite in tight quarters (shuffled back) near the wire.
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 8
(3) SLIGHTYS MAC A TAC

(2) IBA DREAM AWAY

(5) CHALAMAY

HORSES TO WATCH:
SLIGHTYS MAC A TAC (17.63) broke -3/4 length slow, bumped, raced -1 ½ length past the gap, leveled midway, staged a big
finish (thru the 9.68 final 1/8) vs. productive field (4-RETURNED TO WIN). Note 3 qualified for the upcoming GOVERNOR’S
CUP FUTURITY. Prior effort she broke off balance at the start, losing -2 lengths. (Q) 04/07 outworked (12.1-12.3) Worked
outside. Broke well, drifted out (2-lanes) early, -1 ½ length midway, not abused, finished out full of run. Losing by -1 ½ length.
GRADE: B+ DRILL. THIS FILLY IS LOADED WITH MUCH HIDDEN ABILITY.
IBA DREAM AWAY broke in, bumped back (losing path) shortly after the start. FINISHED OUT FULL OF RUN. Prior effort
(18.14) she bumped at the start, losing -1/2 length, raced -3/4 length past the gap, gamely kept to her task to the end (9.71
final 1/8). 3-back (15.55) she hesitated, bumped shortly after the start, losing -1 length, drifted in early, caught in tight quarters
thru the final ½. She is coming off 3 consecutive troubled trips. Capable of much better for sure.
*****************************************************************************************************
OTHERS:
CHALAMAY (15.79) broke off balance, bumped shortly after the start, caught in tight quarters to the gap, leveled midway,
rd
finished well (not beaten badly for 3 ) thru the 9.87 final 1/8 vs. productive field (FLSAH N THE BOYS came back and
captured a maiden $8,000-claiming event in 15.73). (Q) 05/26 BEST (12.4-12.6) Worked inside. Broke in at the start, quick in
stride (lead), flashed good speed, lugged in (2-3 lanes) early +2 lengths advantage midway, responding strong under light
pressure. Winning by +2 lengths. GRADE: B+ DRILL
HOT LITLTE SECRET (15.65) broke out at the start, losing -1/2 length, quick in stride, close up pas the gap, finished strong
nd
(clearly 2 best) thru the 9.71 final 1/8. Prior effort (15.60) she broke -3/4 length slow, raced -1 ½ length past the gap, -2
lengths midway, gamely kept to her task to the end (should have been much closer) thru the 9.88 final 1/8. She is coming off a
series of troubled trips. Outside post a real plus.

THISPRIZEFLYS (15.77) broke off balance, drifted out (2-lanes) shortly after the start, quick in stride (lead), losing lead at the
nd
gap, -2 lengths midway, battled back and finished out clearly 2 best (9.88 final 1/8). (Q) 05/10 outworked (12.6-12.7) Worked
outside. Broke out at the start, hand shoved, -1 length midway, not abused, finished strong (appearing better of the set).
GRADE: B DRILL
OH LA STEL (15.72) broke off balance at the start, losing -1 length, quick in stride, raced -3/4 length past the gap, never quit
trying (9.73 final 1/8) vs. productive field (DAWN OF A NEW DAY came back and captured one of the Governor’s Cup Futurity
trials in 17.83). Prior effort (15.91) she broke -1/2 length slow, quick in stride, right there past the gap, gamely kept to her task
to the end. (Q) 04/28 BEST (12.3-12.4) Worked inside. Broke in at the start, hand shoved for speed, responding very well.
Winning by +1 ½ length. GRADE: B DRILL
((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 9
(6) TRIPPYS CARTEL

(7) ZIPPY ZOOMER

(5) MAD LOOT

HORSES TO WATCH:
TRIPPYS CARTEL returns from Arizona. 3-back (15.73) he broke off balance, bumped shortly after the start, losing -1 length,
nd
raced -1 ½ length past the gap, gamely kept to his task (holding 2 ) thru the 9.90 final 1/8. J Aleman is hitting at a solid 29%
win clip (from fresh faces) and hitting at 25% win clip (from 31-180 day layoffs). Watch for a break out performance!
ZIPPY ZOOMER (15.69) fractious in gate, broke -1/2 length slow, quick in stride, right there past the gap, gamely kept to her
task to the end (9.76 final 1/8). Prior effort she was fractious in gate broke off balance, drifted in shortly after the start, losing -1
½ length, raced -2 lengths past the gap (toss it out). 3-back she stumbled back (bumped back) shortly after the start. E
Navarro is hitting at 15% win clip (fresh faces).
MAD LOOT arrives from Idaho. Appears well spotted under L Melton. A toteboard check is strongly advised on this one.
***********************************************************************************************************************************
OTHERS:
LEAPOFAITH (17.23) broke out at the start, quick in stride (lead), losing lead past the 1/16 pole, kept to her task and actually
just missed (9.91 final 1/8) when favorably drawn. Prior effort she broke in, bumped at the start, drifted in, bumped at the gap,
caught in tight quarter’s midway, gamely kept to her task to the end. She lands a tougher inside post. The blinkers will be
taken off for this event.
ASHLEYS DYNASTY (15.71) fractious in gate, broke off balance at the start, losing -3/4 length, drifted in midway, leveled past
the 1/16 pole, leveled past the 1/16 pole, continued strong to the end (9.90 final 1/8) from the rail. Prior effort (15.65) she broke
off balance, bumped shortly after the start, losing -1 ½ length, raced -2 ½ lengths past the gap, LEVELED TOO LATE. 3-back
(15.66) she broke -1 length slow, raced -2 ½ lengths past the gap, leveled midway, finished strong (running behind horses).
SPEEDY JULIE SPEED (17.38) fractious in gate, broke -1/2 length slow, raced -3/4 length past the gap, kept to her task to the
end vs. LEAPOFFAITH. Prior effort (15.73) she broke off balance at the start, bumped (losing -1 length), raced -1 ½ length
past the gap, kept to his task to the end.
JJS CORONA broke in, broke in, bumped shortly after the start, caught in tight quarters (losing path). She definitely needed
that performance).
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